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QUESTION 1

Which of the following will help in restoring data in the event of loss of the mobile device? 

A. Backup of all data to an internal SIM 

B. Installing a third-party geo-tracking application 

C. Backup of all data to a third-party server 

D. Encryption of all internal data on the device 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following tasks can assist to on-board mobile devices into a mobile device management solution? (Select
TWO). 

A. Integrating with LDAP 

B. Compliance reporting 

C. Using self-service portal 

D. Activation of mobile devices 

E. Entering IMEI numbers 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

A user is able to view unauthorized websites using a secure MDM browser on a device. Which of the following is BEST
used for troubleshooting the issue? 

A. Group membership 

B. Firewall port configuration 

C. Certificate authentication 

D. Firmware version 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is an example of a faraday cage? 
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A. Location that blocks API policies 

B. Secured enterprise datacenter 

C. Location that blocks RF signals 

D. Area that secures unauthorized individuals from accessing the datacenter 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following should a mobile administrator deploy to prevent sensitive company information from being
transmitted to an employee\\'s personal email account? 

A. Transmission encryption 

B. DLP system 

C. Content filter 

D. Mobile antivirus 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

The chief executive officer (CEO) is reporting extreme latency issues with three new wireless access points. The CEO
and the financial department stream stock quotes all day through their tablets. The total number of wireless users in the
building is 280. Which of the following is the MOST probable cause? 

A. The wireless access points are not utilizing a wireless network controller. 

B. The wireless access points are experiencing a high level of interference because of newly installed cubicles. 

C. The wireless access points are not broadcasting. 

D. The wireless access points areover utilized. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following is MOST likely to benefit from an MDM solution to support multiple platforms? 

A. BYOD 

B. Enterprise application store 

C. Self-service portal 
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D. Onsite support kiosk 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following technologies isolates the internal network from the outside world? 

A. Email server 

B. Rogue access point 

C. DNS server 

D. DMZ 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is the entry point between external resources and internal servers? 

A. VPN concentrator 

B. Gateway 

C. Access point 

D. Switch 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Ann, a contractor, has conducted a passive wireless site survey of a theatre. She noticed that the control room uses
sound proof walls reinforced with a metal mesh. Which of the following should Ann recommend to provide adequate
wireless coverage throughout the theatre? 

A. One 802.11n access point, with dual antennas, placed in the middle of the theatre is sufficient to cover all areas. 

B. One 802.11ac access point should be placed in the middle of the theatre. The AP directional antenna should point to
the control room. 

C. Full mesh, high-density, access point coverage should be provided through the theatre, with a wireless repeater in
the control room. The repeater should be part of the wireless mesh. 

D. Access points should be placed through the theatre with a dedicated access point in the control room. The AP in the
control room should be hard wired to the network. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 11

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -

Please refer to the attached incident response procedure. Which of the following would Joe, an administrator, do NEXT
after discovering one of his critical servers has been breached? 

A. Take a copy of the machines, including memory 

B. Hash an image of the machine and isolate it from the network 

C. Notify his supervisor or next available manager in the chain of command 

D. Immediately start to restore backups for the systems 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12
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Which of the following technologies allows secure communication with a previously unverified entity? 

A. VPN 

B. IMAP 

C. TKIP 

D. PKI 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

For a device that has corporate data segregated from personal data, if the device is destroyed and replaced, which of
the following must be available to ensure the BEST end-user experience on the replacement device? (Select TWO). 

A. Backup of corporate data 

B. Backup of full-disk encryption key 

C. Device PIN 

D. Backup of MDM enrollment certificate 

E. Backup of personal data 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 14

While connected to the company\\'s wireless network, users are experiencing connection issues and reporting slow
network speeds. Which of the following actions is the BEST method to identify the issue? 

A. Perform wireless survey for wireless network coverage 

B. Perform firmware updates on all affected wireless devices 

C. Perform wireless network upgrade to resolve connectivity issues 

D. Perform airspace scanning with a spectrum analyzer for interference 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A Corporate Security Officer (CSO) asks that a wireless risk assessment be completed. Which of the following threats
should be taken into account? (Select TWO). 

A. Rogue access point 
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B. New employee 

C. Firewall 

D. NAT 

E. Warpathing 

Correct Answer: AE 
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